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About This Game

You are one of the multitudes of incarnations of the great Horus, and side by side with the pharaohs, you are fighting against the
mighty Seth, who unleashes numerous disasters upon the lands of Ancient Egypt. Win wars and overcome crises, discover new
technologies, worship your gods and conquer neighboring tribes! Are you wise enough to help the ancient kings to unify Lower

and Upper Egypt, build a stable economy and to erect the Great Pyramids?

Based on real history

You will find yourself in Memphis, 3500-2140 years B.C., the time of the first six dynasties of pharaohs. You will unify the
country and create a prosperous kingdom, which later will have to face the havoc of the First Intermediate Period.

Construction of the Great Pyramids

You will lead the construction of pyramids, choose their design and materials. This process requires tremendous investments,
but it is the only way to keep peace and order in the country.

Ancient society simulator

You will not only deal with the problems of farmers and craftsmen but also make important political decisions, which will
define the future of the kingdom. Numerous challenges and events of different scale await you.
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Ancient maps

Discover the world of the Old Kingdom: exploit new lands, send expeditions to different places, and meet different cultures.
Use every opportunity to learn about your surroundings and to expand Egypt's borders.

Differences from Predynastic Egypt

More diversity in the game, varied tasks in the regions, different tactics for playthroughs and unique bonuses from
patron gods.

Egypt: Old Kingdom is longer.

New technologies: 3D engine and skeletal animation.
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Title: Egypt: Old Kingdom
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Clarus Victoria
Publisher:
Clarus Victoria
Release Date: 24 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 64 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024х768, 1 GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese,German,French,Turkish,Italian
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Deceivingly Difficult as it progresses... Really well made simple game. If you like puzzle games which make you thing this one
wont dissapoint. Some levels will take a century if you just play them mindlessly thanks to the level design thus its best if you
play it like it should be played... with patience and brains. some kind of anime?

shooting game?

world war 1 inspired i think?

i couldn't get past the firs tlevel after two tries and gave up. ♥♥♥♥ anime. I love the concept of a old school rpg where the
random battles are fought by me in real time. It's EA at the moment so there is only one map and three bosses (that I am aware).
There are three different maps for survival mode, which is a wave shooter you can use to level your character. Can't wait for
story mode!. point and click.great game adventure. I thought bing bong was my favorite in the set, but its definitely now pivot.
calming to play but gets really fast and brutal once youre high. This was a lot of fun, well designed. Too short.
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This game had high hopes when i bought it in 2015 and it looked very promising then it just stopped no updates or patches it
died plane and simple to everyone DO NOT BUY THIS ITS DEAD TO NEVER BE FINISHED AGAIN. i think this could be
one of the best manager games going but i think the match engine coul be better but i think it is still a good looking game and
the price is ok. Went to buy this game and realized i bought it years ago. Wondered why I don't remember. Installed and UPlay
popped into my computer like digital cancer. Now I know why I still have not played this game. UPlay doesn't work through
Steam. If I buy a game on Steam, I want it to play though Steam. Steam is a stable software platform. UPlay is not. This game
does not work on my computer, nor has any game I have to play though Uplay *COUGH* Far Cry anything *COUGH* Splinter
Cell anything.... The cutscenes are bad, like Wing Commander 3 bad.. Paranormal Teens, in my opinion is below average when
it comes to quality for a visual novel on Steam. That being said its not all bad so I still recommend you give it a try if you are
interested.. That's a very good puzzle coop game... I recommended for all who loves puzzle games.
It has a bug on the 3th chapter .. A friend who i play with, couldn't see a candle which i could see... Played this game in full 12
player lobbies where we were all on voice comms together. Mini golf with friends, as you'd expect, is a hillarious and great time.
The game's price tag ($6) is a good price, especially when more courses/modes get added. You can also join open lobbies and
play golf with strangers on the internet; this is a game that should be played with other people.

Update0305:
1. Fixed the bug that some items or actions caused you not able to save the file.
2. Fixed the bug that caused infinite loading when exporting .psd file.
3. Fixed the bug that caused saving directory window unable to pop up when exporting manga.
4. Fixed the bug that caused screen freeze when confirming without selecting another page while using “copy to” function.
5. Fixed the bug that caused enlarging or shrinking problems when pressing control while changing poses in 2 person action.
6. Fixed the bug that caused some of you not able to launch the software because of Internet problem. This may still be buggy so
please leave a comment if it’s still not working for you.
7. Fixed the bug that cause axis problem of the 3D Scene Sakura Park.
8. Fixed some UI display problem.
9. Added more content in the tutorial file.

——————————————-
Update V0301
1. Fixed the unclickable area or the area is too small to click.
2. Fixed the problem that caused the program to freeze after exported a manga.
3. Fixed the problem that caused size difference when inserting another character in 2 people action.
4. Fixed the instruction button on custom action section.
5. Fixed the window size of custom character to prevent wrongfully clicking of the X button.
6. Clear the page in custom character>dynamic actions.

About future updates:
1. Mac OS support.
2. Open Workshop. Park Bound 1.1.1 & 1.1.2 released:

Version 1.1.1. Update 0.0.82 Hotfix 1:
Small update to fix some issues with physics and network.

[Fixed] Network issues
[Fixed] Physics issues

Please let us know what you think.. 優化角色貼圖。Improvement of all roles textures:
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謝謝大家，遊戲愉快！
Thank you and happy gaming!

. Beta Branch Updated!:

Hello fellow Captains,

We have updated the Beta Branch with a huge amount of new stuff. To learn how to gain access to the Beta Branch, click on
this link:

https://steamcommunity.com/app/551860/discussions/10/1698293255137774100/

If the number in the bottom-right corner of the Main Menu ends in 11049 or later, you have the correct version.

Here’s what we’ve been up to recently:
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Building for the Future. Patch 1.16c - Mouse Invert, vSync, Fullscreen and more!:
Hi, everyone!

Here's another small patch with a few changes and requested features, listed below:

1.16c Changelist. Two new Team17 games to be announced next week!:

With E3 approaching and Hell Let Loose releasing on the 6th of June, it’s fair to say that Team17 has a very busy week ahead!
In fact, next week we’ll be unveiling not just one but TWO BRAND NEW GAME ANNOUNCEMENTS!

You’re not going to want to miss these announcements, and we really can’t wait to share the trailers with you. To ensure that
you’re the first to hear about these new games right here on Steam, make sure to follow the Team17 Publisher Page.

In the meantime, you can find a couple of cryptic clues in the image above, and if you hop over to the Team17 Twitter account,
make your predictions, follow and re-tweet then you’ll be entered into a prize draw to win a copy of these two games, and Hell
Let Loose, upon release!

Thanks for reading, and we’ll see you next week!
. Early Access Dev Log #1:
So I figured now I have a bit of an audience I could start writing dev logs again.

Gather. TWOM: The Board Game - final countdown!:
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Over £502,249, more than 7,800 backers - and the numbers are still growing! This is the final countdown! 24 hours to go!. 
Patch notes 13 February 2019:
Added tutorial for deploying lances, starting combat.

Changed lance-creation tutorial so that player must click button to proceed. Previously text progressed automatically and was
too fast.

Updated combat HUD to use new button style.

Updated next/previous buttons and remove-character button on character sheet to use new button style.

Fixed bug that was disabling hold-position button.

Fixed bug where skeleton portraits were drawing on top of their armor layer.

Fixed normals on several desert building meshes.
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